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from where we were, but the end price is still the same so where has the
middle bit gone? The last of the backend calves from 2014 were sold as
stores to free up space for calving.
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Two new calving pens are being put up just now and the old Dutch barn
that was taken down last summer is being put up again to make two
small courts for calving into (although it has quite a way to go before it
is finished).
We have recently installed a borehole to provide water for the steading
and also installed rooftop solar panels to reduce our costs for water and
electric.
Our guest columnist Claire Watson with collie pup Dougie
Claire Watson kindly accepted the invitation to be our guest columnist and
now follows with her final article. Claire and her husband Andrew farm at
Glasslaw, Stonehaven 15 miles south of Aberdeen with their children Kenneth,
19 and Rachel, 16. They farm 600 acres of owned land and rent around 250
acres of grazing about five miles away. Of the 600 acres, 300 acres are in
barley, 100 acres in trees and environmental schemes and the remainder
in grass.
The spring calving cows - 250 - were all vaccinated with Rotavec and given
20mls iodine ready to start calving. We spent two days amongst feet - all
the cows’ feet were checked and trimming done as required. The spring
cows’ ration contains silage, straw, draff and Grampian Super Suckler
SEC minerals. Over 60 have now calved and we are getting through them.

Our cropping area has been reduced and more grass will be sown at home
to reduce the amount of rented grass required. Cow numbers are back
slightly and with no LFAS available on rented grass, poor cull cow prices and
reduced basic payment scheme (that is if we ever get it), there is no good
reason to increase cow numbers and we also have limited court space.
We have really enjoned watching all the farming programmes - ‘The Mart’,
Lady Lairds and this Farming Life. However we couldn’t do it as there would
be far too many bleeps! It doesn’t seem like a year since writing my first
article. I have enjoyed writing them more than I thought I would and I hope
you have enjoyed reading them.

The heifers- Simmental crosses to a Salers bull started calving in mid
February: only three out of 19 are left to calve. Aberdeen Angus in-calf
heifers that were purchased have been a disaster with one problem after
another! Last week we had a telephone call that we were not expecting, a
cattle inspection in the middle of calving, as if we don’t have enough to do!
Our Aberdeen Angus bull has proved unlucky as one third of the cows he
was running with are not in calf. The empty cows were sold as farrow
and the Angus bull is also away to Thainstone (the saying is ‘once you go
black, you never go back’ - it is definitely not true for us).
The first homebred Salers heifers have been selected for going to the
bull in the spring. They will be bulled to a Salers for ease of calving as our
Limousin bulls are too strong to put onto heifers.
Stock bulls are in individual pens on a ration of silage, soya hulls,
Invercrombies and Harbro Bull Fertility mineral – their feet have also
been checked and been trimmed if required.
Our backend calves have all been dehorned and vaccinated with Rispoval
intranasal - about 30 of the males are being left entire with a few smaller
ones being castrated. They are now on ad-lib creep feed of barley,
Invercrombies, soya hulls, pot ale syrup, TMR beef finisher minerals+YeaSacc and RumiTech.
Charolais, Limousin and Salers bulls were put in with backend cows (70)
on December 7th and taken out on February 15th. The backend cows’
ration of silage, straw and draff has had the mineral swapped from Super
Suckler SEC to Harbro Beef TMR mineral as they should all hopefully be
in calf. All weaned calves have settled down now they were vaccinated
with Rispoval intranasal and Tracherine and wormed and treated for fluke.
They have also had Easy Breathe buckets in front of them all the time.
The bull calves were weaned on December 8th, with an average weight
of 320kgs, slightly lighter than previous years. Their ration is made up of
silage, barley, Invercrombies and TMR Finisher minerals with Yea-Sacc
and Rumitech - continually stepping up the barley as they get nearer
the final push.
The remaining weaned calves are fed a ration of silage, draff, Invercrombies
and TMR Finisher minerals with Yea-Sacc and Rumitech. These are
destined for going to grass so nearer the time, we will reduce the draff
and Invercrombies and for the last two to three weeks, they will be on
silage only.
More fat cattle have been sold and they have done well, but penalties are
getting quite harsh for animals not ‘in spec’. We are told to become more
efficient yet they are back to penalising young bulls - there is nothing more
efficient than a young bull. From 420-355p per kilo, we are £300 short
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2016 BEEF CHALLENGES
With the beef industry facing many challenges including tighter abattoir
restrictions and cattle falling out with payment grids, planning within your beef
herd is key to ensure you are still achieving maximum output, but keeping your
costs of production to a minimum. With the majority of calves being born between
January and April, it is important that you prepare from birth with a clear aim
of when you are going to sell your calves and making your feeding plan now.
Planning ahead can help you decide how you can maximise your output at the
earliest stage. If you are taking your stock through to finish you can improve on
your previous year’s performance by focusing on the following:
• Should calves be creep fed and when?
• Separating male and female calves after weaning and put them on separate diets
• Marketing stock younger and at the required weight
• Keeping health plans up to date
• Have a discussion with your cattle purchaser as early as possible and check what
their requirements are for your stock

SUPER SUCKLER SUCCESS
Simmental cross heifers with Salers cross calves at Glasslaw

ENSURE YOUR
CATTLE ARE GETTING
ENOUGH MINERALS
THIS SPRING
Special offer available on orders of mineral
buckets placed in March and April
Contact your local sales specialist for more details
Terms and conditions apply. Special offer ends 30th April 2016.

Call Customer Services:
Head Office
Turriff
01888 545200
Inverness
01463 701990
Lanarkshire 01555 820358
Yorkshire
01430 432121
Email us:
farming@harbro.co.uk

Paying close attention to the nutrition, health and
stock management has rewarded Stephen
Allardyce with reduced costs on farm, as well as
strong healthy calves and a tight calving period.
Stephen runs his farming enterprise on the
Douneside Estate near Tarland, Aberdeenshire
and has had closed herd status for 14 years. The
herd comprises 250 Simmental cross cows with
50 in-calf heifers and 350 youngstock. He has also
reintroduced a flock of Texel cross breeding ewes
and has recently increased the numbers to 300, as
well as producing around 900 acres of cereals over
two main farms – Eastown and Alamein.
Stephen runs the business with three full-time
staff, including his two sons Gavin and Matthew
and stockman Allan Nicholson.
The suckler herd is split into two groups which are
kept separate all year round. This is made possible
by having the two separate farms on the estate.
Two thirds of the herd breeds replacements for
the farm, some of which are sold as high health
heifers with calf at foot.

Search: ‘Harbro LTD’

“We have a large number of heifers suitable for
breeding, therefore we are very particular with any
we select to go to the bull.” says Stephen. “Any
unsuitable heifers are either finished or sold at
12-13 months through the store ring, depending
on the current trade.”

All calves from the remainder of the herd are
brought through to finish, with the males being
kept entire. “With a mixed livestock and arable
farm, I find it pays to finish bulls as I include the
barley produced on the farm in the finishing ration.”
Stock Bulls
The stock bulls at Eastown are all bought based
on breeding figures. “The only problem I have had
in the past three years with any bulls purchased
is one that I bought without seeing the breeding
figures.” comments Stephen. 10 bulls are used
across the herd with two Charolais being used as
terminal sires and six Simmentals - including three
which were home-bred. All heifers are put in calf
to the Limousin bull and the latest purchase, a
South Devon.
Stephen made the decision to purchase the South
Devon bull after a trial he carried out with 90
native cattle which he bought in to finish. “Out
of the 90 cattle I bought, I was quite surprised
with the results I got back after slaughter, showing
the South Devon to be the best native animal to
finish. They are also renowned for being great
mothers and provide plenty milk.” Stephen has
started to cross the bull onto his Simmental cross
heifers and hopes to bring some new blood into
herd, using heifer calves as replacements.
All stock bulls are provided with Harbro’s Bull
Fertility mineral after advice from Stephens’s
Harbro sales specialist, Peter Oag. The bulls are

in better breeding condition since being provided
with Bull Fertility and this has helped the overall
fertility in the herd. “Now the bulls are fitter they
are managing to serve more cows in the first
cycle, helping to keep to the tight calving period
we want to achieve.”
Calving
Mid February sees the start of spring calving
at Eastown. Heifers begin the busy nine week
period, followed by the cows from March 1 – all
calving inside. The calving is kept to a very strict
time period – nine weeks for both the spring and
autumn calvers. All cows are PD by the vet and
those not in calf without reason get one more
chance with the next calving group.
“One of the main benefits of having spring and
autumn calvers is having the option to give cows
that second chance. I have found that almost
90% of them will be in calf by the time they are
scanned in the next calving group.” By doing this,
Stephen has reduced his barren cow percentage
by around 50%. The average age of the current
herd is around six years and he believes that
having a younger herd has helped with better
milk quality and faster growing calves.
The heifers start things off again in the back end
with the first of the calves being born around the
end of August.
(Continued on page 2)
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CONTINUED...
Positive results with Super Suckler
The herd receives Harbro’s powered form of Grampian Super Suckler SEC
at a rate of 160g/head all year round from 12 months of age. Stephen
was advised to feed Super Suckler by Harbro’s technical director Willie
Thomson and his local vet David Miskelly back in 2012, after experiencing
a bad calving in 2011.
“2011 saw one of the worst calvings for a long time on the farm. I had cows
retaining their clean and I struggled to get them back in calf quickly enough
to keep within our tight calving period.” says Stephen.
After many discussions and work carried out by both Harbro and David
Miskelly at Woodside Veterinary Group, it was found that part of the problem
was the low mineral intake the cows were receiving. Originally Stephen
introduced the Super Suckler buckets to the herd at a rate of 120g/head,
but changed onto the powered mineral shortly after and increased the
intake after underestimating how big his cows were. “We had to up the
intake of minerals from 120g to 160g due to the cows being heavier than
predicted.” says Stephen.
2015’s autumn calving resulted in 98% calves born alive with a conception
rate of 96%. Prior to using Super Suckler, the average conception rate was
88%. The table below shows the autumn calving cycle results prior to Super
Suckler and the 2015 cycle percentages.

Weaning of the spring-born calves takes place in October, with the calves
being introduced to Harbro’s Beefstock nuts fed ad-lib, four weeks prior to
this. Once weaned, the calves are introduced to a diet of 50:50 Maxammon
Balancer Nuts and Maxammon-treated bruised barley for a month, before
going onto the full finishing ration. This ration consists of silage, straw,
Maxammon Balancer Nuts, draff and Maxammon-treated bruised barley.

First Cycle

Second Cycle

Third Cycle

Prior to Super
Suckler

40%

35%

25%

2015

75%

22%

3%

Since moving onto Super Suckler, Stephen has had really positive calving
results. In a three year period, there have been 924 births with an average
of one assisted calving every season.
Stephen meets regularly with Harbro’s Peter Oag and has a strong
relationship with all the vets at Woodside. He strongly believes that the
improvement in the herd has been due to the strict management of health
and nutrition.

Treat – With the correct worm, fluke and lice
dosages for all cattle being part of the animal
health plan, bulls should also be covered paying
attention to correct dosage for the weight of the
animal.
Test – Consult your vet for a thorough bull
breeding soundness examination (BBSE). This
has become an important aid in checking the
semen quality and physical soundness of the
animal before he is required to breed.

The back-end calves are weaned at the beginning of August and are turned
out onto grazing for three months, before being brought back in and put
onto the same finishing ration as the spring-born calves. Spring-born calves
are usually kept until 24 months of age with the back-end calves usually
being sold at 18-20 months.

REMEMBER YOUR BULL MAKES UP
50% OF YOUR HERD FERTILITY

Between January 1 2015 and February 1 2016, a total of 188 cattle were
sold off the farm (this included 20 cast cows). The slaughter results are
shown below:
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Due to new abattoir specifications being introduced, Stephen does not
think some of the cattle will meet them and will begin to alter the ration
and management in order to keep meeting market requirements. Overall,
he has been pleased with how his cattle have been killing out and feels
that the introduction of Maxammon-treated barley has helped towards
achieving the grades.

“I started using Maxammon three years ago and have not looked back.” says
Stephen. “Since the 2015 harvest, we have treated 180 tonnes and are
planning to treat another 120 tonnes, which is similar to the two previous
years.” The finishing ration is made up of 90% Maxammon barley, 10%
Maxammon Balancer.
Since moving onto Maxammon, Stephen has saved up to 50% of his costs
of feeding cattle, due to the treated grain being a high protein, high pH
complementary feed. There is no longer a need for buying additional protein
supplementation which was quite costly to Stephen’s enterprise.
“My cattle have been doing very well since I’ve used Maxammon and I have
no intentions of stopping the product as it’s saved me a lot of money and
my cattle have had better results on it. It is more palatable and flexible for
finishing cattle.” says Stephen.
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Testicles – Measure; a minimum of 34cm scrotal
circumference is recommended for two year olds
in most breeds.

“My eye is my judge for sending cattle to kill; I do not have buyers coming to
pick their cattle. I tell them when the animals are ready and then I only have
myself to blame if they do not hang up as expected. I visit the abattoir once
or twice a year and watch my animals being graded – a very worthwhile
exercise.” says Stephen.

“I started using Maxammon three years ago and have not looked
back.” says Stephen. “Since the 2015 harvest, we have treated 180
tonnes and are planning to treat another 120 tonnes, which is similar
to the two previous years.”

Stephen Allardyce with Harbro’s Peter Oag

bull entering the breeding season too lean will
struggle to put condition on, leading to lack of
activity.

Once onto the finishing ration, the bulls are weighed every three weeks
with the rest of the finishing stock being weighed every four to five weeks.
Weighing the cattle regularly gives Stephen the opportunity to see how
much weight the cattle are gaining which helps him with his decision of when
they should be going to slaughter. Stephen recently weighed his finishing
bulls and found that they were putting on 1.96kg/day at conversion of 6.1:1.

Score
Autumn Calvers

BULL MOT

Photo courtesy of Harbro customers Messrs Jenkinson, Whinfellpark. Semen available from Dolcorsllwyn
Fabio pictured above. www.whinfellpark.co.uk
One of the most important elements of ensuring
high conception within your herd is the health of
the stock bull. It is often said that the stock bull is
half the herd and should be regarded as being as
important as all other stock put together.
Whilst much of the focus goes on meeting the
mineral and nutrition requirement of the breeding
female, a deficient bull can have a bigger impact
on profitability of the breeding herd. With 33%
of breeding bulls suffering from infertility at
some stage of their working life, close care and
attention should be taken to prepare your bull
months before he is ready to be used.

16 females. This ensures that your young bull
is not over spoiled when they initially are put to
work and not yet at their full adult weight.
Carrying out a bull ‘MOT’ 10 weeks prior to your
bulls working will help achieve the best results
from the animal, focusing on the ‘five Ts’:
Toes – All bulls’ feet need attention, especially
in advance of being put to work when they can
often go lame!
Tone – A body condition score of 3-3.5 at the
start of breeding season is recommended. A

Harbro’s Bull Fertility Mineral
Improved health, vitality and sperm production
are possible when bulls are fed on a diet high in
fish oils and minerals, in particular when high
levels of Sel-Plex (selenium), copper and zinc are
included. These mineral requirements can all be
met before the breeding season, ensuring your
bull is fit and fertile by feeding 0.5kgs/head/day
of Harbro Bull Fertility. Mould in bedding and
forage can also affect fertility in working bulls so
Mycosorb has been incorporated in Bull Fertility
to prevent this from occurring.
For more information on Bull Fertility, please
contact your Harbro sales specialist.

A large number of breeding bulls achieve large
weight gains before being purchased at 16
months to two years of age. Once purchased,
a sudden change to the animal’s diet should be
avoided to reduce the chances of dietary shocks,
which can cause fertility issues. Feeding him
reasonably well initially before reducing the level
of concentrates over a period of time will let the
bull adapt to the new changes gradually, without
having a major impact on his health.
The young bulls will require the closest attention
as they will see the biggest change to their
environment, as they will often go from being
individually penned and fed, to foraging on poorer
ground whilst running with breeding cows and
heifers. With a significant amount of growth and
development still to be achieved, putting young
bulls back onto a growing ration once they have
finished working will help them maintain their
condition, as well as grow and develop more
quickly to meet their adult weight.
A rule of thumb for young bulls is for them to
service as many females as they are months old
– e.g. a 16 month old bull should run with around
Working bull grazing with cows at Kinnahaird
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